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Abstract The link between the Atlantic Multidecadal

Oscillation (AMO) and low-frequency changes of the

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is

investigated in three historical and five control simulations

with different climate models. An AMOC intensification is

followed by a positive AMO phase in each case, but the

time lag and the strength of the AMO–AMOC link depend

on the model and the type of simulation. In historical

simulations, the link is sensitive to the method used to

remove the influence of external and anthropogenic forcing

from the sea surface temperature (SST) before defining the

AMO. Subtracting the regression onto the global mean SST

leads to better correlations between the AMO and the

AMOC than linear or quadratic detrending, or removing

the global mean SST, but a dynamical filter based on linear

inverse modeling (LIM) yields even slightly higher corre-

lations. The LIM filter, which decomposes the SST field

into non-orthogonal normal modes that may have a phys-

ical interpretation, allows investigating whether removing

Pacific links from SST improves the AMOC–AMO corre-

lation. In several cases, there is a small improvement when

removing the links to the El Niño Southern Oscillation, but

the correlation becomes weaker in one historical simula-

tion, so no firm conclusion can be drawn. Additionally

removing the modes associated with the Pacific decadal

variability strongly degrades the representation of AMOC

changes by the AMO in one model, and it tends to reduce

the AMOC–AMO correlation in most others, reflecting the

strong relation between the Pacific and the Atlantic at

decadal scales. The LIM-based filter is finally applied to

observed SSTs, confirming that the AMO amplitude is

smaller and its recent positive phase weaker than when the

global effects are represented by a linear trend. When

the global signal is removed, the observed AMO leads the

Pacific Decadal Oscillation, but does not significantly lag

it, as suggested earlier, stressing the need to carefully

remove global changes when investigating low-frequency

interbasin connections.
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1 Introduction

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC)

is a key component of the climate system, transporting heat

northward in the North Atlantic. In most climate models,

the AMOC undergoes multidecadal fluctuations that are

associated with interhemispheric sea surface temperature

(SST) changes (Latif et al. 2004; Vellinga and Wu 2004;

Knight et al. 2005; Mignot et al. 2007), which resemble the

multidecadal SST variability observed in the North

Atlantic, often called the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation

(AMO) (Kushnir 1994; Kerr 2000; Delworth and Mann

2000). The AMO is commonly implicitly assumed to rep-

resent an internal mode of climate variability and is thus

defined as the time series of low-pass filtered averaged SST

in the North Atlantic after removal of the trend due to

anthropogenic and external forcing. The relation between
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the AMOC and the AMO is relevant to climate studies,

since there is increasing evidence of AMOC predictability

(e.g., Msadek et al. 2010; Matei et al. 2012), and an

influence of the AMO on summer precipitation in North

America and Europe, Atlantic hurricane activity, and other

climatic features has been suggested by several empirical

and modeling studies (e.g., Enfield et al. 2001; Sutton and

Hodson 2005; Knight et al. 2006). However, the observa-

tional record is too short to document the low frequency

variability of the AMOC and there is much interest in

trying to reconstruct its past variations. In a control simu-

lation of a global climate model, Latif et al. (2004) found a

high correlation between low-pass filtered North Atlantic

SST anomalies and the AMOC maximum at 30�N, sug-

gesting that the AMOC variations could perhaps be

reconstructed from surface observations. They also showed

that, in greenhouse warming simulations, the low-fre-

quency AMOC variability was well reflected in the SST

difference between North and South Atlantic. Knight et al.

(2005) found a similar correlation in another climate model

and suggested that the likely link between the AMO index

and the AMOC could be used to attempt reconstructing

past variations of the AMOC strength. This was illustrated

with the instrumental temperature data, and it could be

extended to the proxy-based reconstructions of the SST

that are becoming increasingly available (e.g., Mann et al.

2009).

The low-frequency SST variations do not only reflect

the AMOC variability, but they are also affected by vol-

canic activity, solar forcing, and anthropogenic changes

(e.g., Otterå et al. 2010; Booth et al. 2012), as well as

weather forcing, tropical teleconnections, and ocean

dynamics that are not directly related to the AMOC. Hence,

there is a need to properly remove these influences before

using the AMO as a proxy of AMOC variations. In the

historical period, the influence of external and anthropo-

genic forcing has been traditionally removed by subtracting

a linear trend from the AMO index (Enfield et al. 2001;

Sutton and Hodson 2005). However, there is no reason to

assume that the secular changes vary linearly, and the

method would fail in longer climate records. Trenberth and

Shea (2006) argued that long-term global changes could be

more efficiently removed by subtracting the global mean

SST, while Guan and Nigam (2009) used rotated extended

empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis to remove

them, and Enfield and Cid-Serrano (2010) subtracted a

quadratic trend. Ting et al. (2009) used regression on the

globally averaged SST to remove the anthropogenic and

external forcing effects, and they also constructed a model-

based estimate of the forced component of North Atlantic

SST variability using several coupled model simulations

and a signal-to-noise maximizing EOF analysis. As dis-

cussed in this paper, a dynamical filter based on linear

inverse modeling (LIM) can also be used to efficiently

remove the global effects.

An advantage of the LIM filter, which decomposes a

field into non-orthogonal normal modes that may have a

physical interpretation, is that it can be used to remove

other influences on the AMO that may not reflect the

AMOC footprint, such as that due to atmospheric tele-

connections associated with the El Niño Southern Oscil-

lation (ENSO) (Alexander et al. 2002; Brönnimann 2007)

or Pacific decadal variability (e.g., Enfield and Mestas-

Nunez 1999; Guan and Nigam 2009). The impact of the

ENSO teleconnections is often removed by linear regres-

sion on one or several ENSO indices, but it assumes that

these indices properly represent the ENSO dynamics and

that their influence is instantaneous or only at a chosen lag

in the case of lagged regression. Penland and Matrosova

(2006) have shown that LIM can be used to more effi-

ciently subtract the ENSO imprint on the SST field, since

the dynamics of tropical SST is well represented by a

stable, linear multivariate process driven by stochastic

forcing, and the ENSO modes can be identified from the

optimal growth from an initial condition to a mature ENSO

event. During the course of our study, Compo and

Sardeshmukh (2010) used the LIM approach to remove

ENSO-related SST variations from the global SST record,

albeit in a slightly different manner than done here, finding

that the ENSO-unrelated AMO was very close to the tra-

ditional one. To remove the Pacific links to the AMO,

Guan and Nigam (2009) used a regression of the Atlantic

SSTs onto six principal components (PCs) of rotated

extended EOFs of Pacific SST. Four PCs corresponded to

the ENSO variability, and two to decadal variability: a Pan-

Pacific mode and a North Pacific mode linked to the Pacific

Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the main mode of SST vari-

ability in the North Pacific. This lead to considerable

changes in the AMO, mostly because it was correlated with

the Pan-Pacific decadal mode (see also Nigam et al. 2011).

However, Müller et al. (2008) found a strong coherency at

decadal frequencies between the observed PDO and the

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), which strongly influ-

ences the AMOC variability in many oceanic or climate

models (e.g., Delworth et al. 1993; Eden and Willebrand

2001; Deshayes and Frankignoul 2008). Hence, it must be

established whether removing the North Pacific decadal

signal from the AMO improves or degrades its relation to

the AMOC.

The aim of this paper is to investigate in historical and

control simulations with several climate models whether

removing these various influences from the SSTs improves

the relation between the AMOC and the AMO. Since the

AMOC is known, the efficiency of each approach may be

quantified by its maximum correlation with the AMO.

Different methods to remove the global effects from the
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AMO are first compared in historical simulations. The LIM

filter is then applied to historical and control simulations to

investigate whether removing the links to ENSO and dec-

adal Pacific variability improves the representation of the

AMOC variability by the AMO. Finally, the LIM filter is

applied to the observed SST, and the interest of carefully

removing the global SST signal illustrated by discussing

the relation between the AMO and the PDO.

LIM assumes that the modes of variability are well

represented by stochastically-forced linearized dynamics,

which has been found to be approximately valid in many

applications (e.g. Penland and Matrosova 1994; Hawkins

et al. 2011; Zanna 2012; Newman 2013), but may not

always be applicable. Because the eigenmodes are nonor-

thogonal, the LIM decomposition should, in principle,

distinguish better than regression analysis between the

externally and anthropogenically forced SST signal and the

internal modes of variability that significantly contribute to

the global SST average, such as the AMO and the PDO

(Meehl and Teng 2012). However, limiting our analysis to

SST assumes that the LIM modes are well represented by

SST alone. This limitation could be improved upon by

including subsurface oceanic data in the analysis, since, for

example, they lead to a better representation of the AMOC

variability and its impact on the SST in climate models

(e.g., Zanna and Tziperman 2005; Hawkins and Sutton

2009), and a better representation of the long-time scale

observed behavior of ENSO (Newman et al. 2011). How-

ever, we do not aim at establishing how the AMOC vari-

ability modulates the SST, as the mechanisms vary

between models and may not be representative of the real

ocean. For the same reason, we do not attempt to define a

SST pattern that would be more representative of the

AMOC fluctuations than the AMO. By focusing on

the AMO index, which does not depend on the details of

the AMOC footprint, we hope to filter out some of the

model discrepancies and obtain results that should be

general enough to be relevant to the observations and,

eventually, the reconstruction of past AMOC variations.

Because observations in the ocean interior are limited,

subsurface data would be of little use for this purpose, and

our analysis is limited to SST data alone.

2 Data

The link between the AMO and the AMOC is studied in

historical simulations with three climate models, and long

control simulations with five climate models. As each

model has its own biases, using several models helps to

assess the robustness of the results. The historical simula-

tions come from IPSLCM5 (Dufresne et al. 2013), Had-

CM3 (Gordon et al. 2000), and CCSM3 (Collins et al.

2006). They are forced by solar activity and the atmo-

spheric composition due to anthropogenic and volcanic

influences during the period of integration, following the

CMIP5 protocol (Taylor et al. 2012) for IPSLCM5 and

HadCM3, and the CMIP3 protocol (Meehl et al. 2007) for

CCSM3. The control simulations are from IPSLCM4-

CTRLA (Marti et al. 2010), IPSLCM5-piControl2

(Dufresne et al. 2013), HadCM3 (Gordon et al. 2000), the

low-resolution version of MPI-ESM (Jungclaus et al.

2010), and CCSM3 (Collins et al. 2006). For CCSM3, we

only consider the last 250 years (yr) of the simulation,

when the AMOC has an irregular, red noise-like behavior

(Kwon and Frankignoul 2012). The datasets and model

resolution are summarized in Table 1. For brevity, model

results will be only illustrated for HadCM3, CCSM3, and

IPSLCM5. We also consider the HadISST1 SST dataset

(Rayner et al. 2003) from 1901 to 2008, which was con-

structed from in situ SST observations and satellite derived

estimates; it will be referred to, for simplicity, as the

observations. Note, however, that the amount of observa-

tions outside the Atlantic is limited at first, as the data

coverage is poor in the North Pacific before around 1946

and in the tropics before around 1960 (Deser et al. 2010).

Throughout this paper, the AMO is the averaged SST in

the North Atlantic between 0 and 60�N, low-passed filtered

with a cut-off period Tc = 10 yr, after removal of the

secular changes. Grid points where the sea ice concentra-

tion exceeds 20 % in March are omitted from the calcu-

lation. The statistical significance of correlations or

regressions is given by a student t-test, where the number

of degrees of freedom is estimated as in Bretherton et al.

(1999). For low-pass filtered data, the time series are

sampled for simplicity at half the filter cut-off period

Table 1 Presentation of the models, where l indicates level

Type Duration (year) Resolution

Ocean Atmosphere

HadCM3

Control 800 288 9 144, 20 l 96 9 73, 19 l

Historical 146

CCSM3

Control 250 128 9 256, 40 l T85, 26 l

Historical 130 320 9 395, 40 l

MPI-ESM

Control 1,000 101 9 120, 40 l T31, 19 l

IPSLCM4

Control 1,000 182 9 149, 31 l 96 9 71, 19 l

IPSLCM5

Control 1,000 182 9 149, 31 l 96 9 96, 39 l

Historical 156
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before estimating the effective number of degrees of

freedom.

3 Relation between the AMO and AMOC

To characterize the AMOC variability at low frequencies,

we use two indices, namely the low-pass filtered

(Tc = 10 yr) AMOC maximum below 500 m between 10�

and 60�N, and the normalized first PC of similarly filtered

AMOC anomalies (hereafter AMOC PC1), whose pattern

is a circulation cell spanning the whole Atlantic basin and

reaching a maximum between 45� and 55�N, depending on

the model, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Since the external and

anthropogenic forcing does not seem to induce a consistent

AMOC response in historical simulations (e.g., Drijfhout

et al. 2012), a quadratic trend is simply removed from these

indices in all the simulations, to take into account possible

model drift due to insufficient spin up of the deep circu-

lation. The AMOC PC1 is illustrated for the last 250 yr of

control simulations and the full period of historical simu-

lations in Fig. 2 (left). The traditional AMO, hereafter

AMO-trad, which is obtained from linearly detrended SST

in grid point space, is given for comparison (dashed line).

An AMOC intensification enhances the northward heat

transport in the Atlantic basin (e.g. Dong and Sutton 2001;

Latif et al. 2004), resulting in a warming of the North

Atlantic that generally projects well onto the AMO in cli-

mate models (e.g. Delworth and Mann 2000; Vellinga and

Wu 2004; Knight et al. 2005). The SST modulation by the

AMOC is model-dependent, however, as illustrated for 3

control simulations in Fig. 3 by the regression of low-pass

filtered (Tc = 10 yr) Atlantic SSTs onto AMOC PC1 when

the AMOC leads. For HadCM3 and CCSM3, the SST

pattern changes little with lag, with maximum warming

along the North Atlantic current. Significant negative

anomalies are seen in the northern North Atlantic in

CCSM3, but they get smaller as the lag increases. There are

more changes with lag in IPSLCM5, reflecting the strong

20-yr oscillation of the subpolar gyre discussed in Escudier

et al. (2013), and clearly showing a slow SST advection

along the North Atlantic current and into the subpolar gyre

(see also Gastineau et al. 2013). In each simulation, the

SST footprint of the AMOC at the lag of maximum cor-

relation between AMOC PC1 and AMO-trad, which

depends on the model (Table 2), resembles the AMO pat-

tern (Fig. 4). Note that small positive SST anomalies are

also found in the Pacific when regressing the SSTs on the

AMOC, suggesting an interbasin link, but they are not

shown, as they broadly resemble those associated with the

AMO in Fig. 4. The time scales that are important in

establishing the AMO–AMOC correlation are shown by

the coherence between AMOC PC1 and AMO-trad (Fig. 2,

right). The coherence is significant at most periods longer

than about 30 yr, with very little phase lag. There is also

some significant coherence at decadal scales, consistent

with the correlation found when the AMO lags the AMOC

by a few years.

Fig. 1 First EOF (in Sv) of low-pass filtered (Tc = 10 yr) AMOC anomalies in HadCM3 (left), CCSM3 (middle), and IPSLCM5 (right) for

control (top) and historical (bottom) simulations
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Broadly similar SST footprints are found in the histor-

ical simulations (not shown), but the SST pattern associ-

ated with AMO-trad indicates a warming in most oceanic

basins (Fig. 5, left panels). In addition, the coherence is

smaller in HadCM3 and IPSLCM5 (Fig. 2, right). This

suggests that long-term global SST changes are not well

removed from the AMO by a linear trend.

As discussed in Sect. 1, other methods have been used to

filter the externally and anthropogenically forced changes

from the observed SST before computing the AMO.

Fig. 2 Left Normalized AMOC PC1 (solid line) and AMO time

series (dashed line) in, from top to bottom, control simulations with

HadCM3, CCSM3, and IPSLCM5, and historical simulations with the

same models. Only the last 250 yr of control simulations are

represented. Right Coherence spectrum (solid line) and phase (dotted

line) between the AMO and AMOC PC1; a Hanning window has been

used. The straight line indicates the 10 % significance level
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Two data-based methods—removing from each Atlantic

grid point the global SST average (Trenberth and Shea

2006) and removing the linear regression on the latter

(Ting et al. 2009)—are compared to AMO-trad in Fig. 6

for the historical simulations (black lines). They reduce the

AMO amplitude by about 20 % in HadCM3 and CCSM3,

and somewhat more in IPSLCM5 where the global

warming is strongest. In all cases, the recent warming is

less pronounced than with AMO-trad. To quantify the link

to the AMOC for each method, the maximum lag corre-

lations between the AMO estimates and the AMOC are

given in Table 3. Since the correlations with the two

AMOC indices are mostly very similar, for brevity we have

only indicated their average value and the averaged lag.

Removing a quadratic trend only substantially increases the

AMO–AMOC correlation for IPSLCM5, although the

increase is not sufficient for the correlation to reach 5 %

significance. Removing the global SST average increases

the AMO–AMOC correlation in all cases, although the

increase is small in HadCM3. Removing a regression on

the global SST average further increases the correlation, in

particular in HadCM3 and IPSLCM5, suggesting that this

method is best, as one would expect from the non-homo-

geneity of the global mean temperature changes. This is

consistent with Ting et al. (2009). In the next section, we

use an original method to remove the global mean tem-

perature changes based on LIM.

4 Using a dynamical filter to deconstruct the AMO

As discussed in Penland and Matrosova (1994) and Pen-

land and Sardeshmukh (1995), LIM assumes that a variable

denoted by x, say SST anomalies, is well approximated by

a multivariate linear Markov process

dx

dt
¼ Bxþ F ð1Þ

where B is a linear operator and F a white noise

representing the short time scale atmospheric forcing and

Fig. 3 Regression of low-pass

filtered SSTs (in K) onto AMOC

PC1 when the AMOC leads by

0, 3 and 6 yr for, from top to

bottom, HadCM3, CCSM3, and

IPSLCM5 control simulations.

The black contour indicates 5 %

significance and r is the lag

correlation between the AMOC

PC1 and the AMO. Light gray

shading indicates where the sea

ice concentration in March is

higher than 20 %
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decorrelated nonlinear processes. It is assumed to be a

Gaussian white noise with constant covariance matrix

Q ¼ FTF
� �

, where the subscript T indicates transpose. The

dimensionality of the system is conveniently reduced by

working in a truncated EOF space, meaning that x contains

the main PCs of the SST anomalies. A solution of (1) is:

xðsÞ ¼ esBxð0Þ þ eðsÞ ð2Þ

where G sð Þ ¼ esB is the linear propagator and e(s) the

prediction error. The matrix B can be empirically derived

from

B ¼ s�1lnðC sð ÞCð0Þ�1Þ ð3Þ

where C(s) is the covariance matrix of x at lag s. Based on

(2), an eigenanalysis of B leads to writing x(t) as a sum of

empirical normal modes,

xðtÞ ¼
X

i

uiaiðtÞ ð4Þ

where ui is the eigenvector of B associated with the

eigenvalue bi, and ai(t) the time series obtained by pro-

jecting x onto the corresponding adjoint eigenvector. As

B is a real, but not a symmetric matrix, the eigenmodes

may be nonorthogonal and the eigenvalues complex con-

jugates. As B is definite and negative, all its eigenvalues

have negative real parts. The ith eigenmode of B is thus

either a stationary damped mode (real bi) or an oscillatory

damped mode (complex bi). Each damped eigenmode is

characterized by one pattern, one time series, and a decay

time -1/Re(bi). Each oscillatory mode is described by two

patterns and two time series corresponding to the cosine

and sine phases, a time period 2p/Im(bi), and a decay time.

Here we use LIM to decompose the global SST field into

non-orthogonal normal modes, and we identify modes that

correspond to global mean temperature changes, ENSO

variability, and other processes that could influence the

North Atlantic SSTs and thus deteriorate the link between

the AMO and the AMOC. Once these modes are identified,

the SST field can be decomposed into a sum of various

parts, which may not be independent. These parts can be

subtracted, as done for ENSO modes in Penland and

Matrosova (2006), and a ‘‘filtered’’ AMO can be computed

from the residual SST (again as the time series of low-pass

filtered averaged SST in the North Atlantic). Because LIM

represents the space-time behavior of modes that may have

a physical interpretation without assuming orthogonality

between them, LIM should distinguish well between modes

of variability with different dynamics, as successfully

illustrated for example for seasonal tropical SST anomalies

(e.g. Penland and Matrosova 1994), wintertime extratrop-

ical atmospheric variability (Newman and Sardeshmuck

2008), yearly Atlantic temperature anomalies (Hawkins

et al. 2011; Zanna 2012), and yearly global surface tem-

perature anomalies (Newman 2013). Hence, the LIM-based

filter should be a more dynamically consistent method to

filter out a signal than linear regression on an index, since

the latter only removes the pattern identified by an index

that may not represent the whole dynamics of the signal.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that this approach assumes

Table 2 Averaged maximum correlation and lag between the various

AMO estimates and the AMOC indices in each control simulation

Model AMO Correlation with AMOC

HadCM3 control AMO-trad 0.61 (lag2.5)

AMO-EN 0.62 (?2 %)

AMO-EN/PD 0.49 (-20 %)

CCSM3 control AMO-trad 0.66 (lag3)

AMO-EN 0.66 (0 %)

AMO-EN/PD 0.62 (-6 %)

MPI-ESM control AMO-trad 0.29 (lag3)

AMO-EN 0.32 (?10 %)

AMO-EN/PD 0.30 (?3 %)

IPSLCM4 control AMO-trad 0.38 (lag6.5)

AMO-EN 0.40 (?5 %)

AMO-EN/PD 0.40 (?5 %)

IPSLCM5 control AMO-trad 0.40 (lag8.5)

AMO-EN 0.43 (?8 %)

The percentage indicates the increase in correlations when using

modified AMO indices compared with AMO-trad

Fig. 4 SST pattern (in K) associated with the AMO in control

simulations. From top to bottom: HadCM3, CCSM3, and IPSLCM5.

The black contour indicates 5 % significance
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that the dynamics of the space in which we are working is

linear, and thus some modes of variability may not be fully

represented. Here we use seasonal SST anomalies between

20�S and about 70�N. To reduce the dimensionality of the

system and to eliminate small-scale noise in the data, we

work in a truncated EOF space, which is defined separately

in 3 different domains: the North Atlantic (20�–70�N,

100�W–5�E), the North Pacific (20�–70�N, 120�E–

100�W), and the tropical strip (20�S–20�N). Hence, the

state vector x is composed of three sets of PCs. About 70 %

of the variance is retained in each three domains, and it was

verified that the results depend little on the EOF truncation.

As the matrix B could only be determined at a lag of one

season, probably because of the Nyquist problem at larger

lags,1 we use the test of Winkler et al. (2001) to verify the

applicability of the LIM approach, as described in

Appendix 1.

The temporal characteristics of the main eigenmodes in

the historical simulations are listed in Table 4. They are

shown in Fig. 7 for IPSLCM5, where the first mode is a

damped non-oscillatory mode that represents a global

warming, as its associated time series has a strong positive

trend. This also holds for HadCM3, while in CCSM3 the

warming trend is represented by the second mode (Fig. 8).

The correlation of these modes with the global SST aver-

age is 0.7 in CCSM3, 0.9 in HadCM3, and 0.95 in IPS-

LCM5, and no other mode shows such a pronounced trend.

The mode pattern differs somewhat between the models,

but it always shows a pronounced warming in the tropical

Pacific and the North Atlantic. Note that this mode may

still contain some low-frequency variability that is unre-

lated to the warming trend, due to the limited length of

data. The other eigenmodes vary between models, but there

are also similarities, in particular there are always several

ENSO modes and a multidecadal oscillatory mode with

strong anomalies in the subpolar North Atlantic and a

PDO-like pattern in the North Pacific. Similar results

(without the global warming mode) are found for the

control simulations.

4.1 Removing the global trend in the historical

simulations

After subtracting the global warming modes from the SSTs

in the historical simulations, a ‘‘filtered’’ AMO, referred to

as AMO-GT, was computed from the SST residual by

applying the low-pass filter, without detrending the data.

As shown in Fig. 6 (red line), its amplitude is generally

smaller than the traditional AMO, as with the other

0

Fig. 5 SST pattern (in K) associated with AMO-trad (left) and AMO-GT (right) in historical simulations. From top to bottom: HadCM3,

CCSM3, and IPSLCM5. The black contour indicates 5 % significance

1 If 3-month running mean anomalies had been used, lags from 1 to

4 months could be used.
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methods, but there are differences in the AMO evolution.

The SSTs associated with AMO-GT (Fig. 5 right) indicate

less warming than with AMO-trad, except in the subpolar

North Atlantic, where the SST maximum is stronger. There

are also regions with weak cooling in the Pacific. As shown

in Table 3, the correlation between the AMOC and AMO-

GT is substantially larger than with AMO-trad in each

model, with an averaged increase reaching 87 % for IPS-

LCM5, and it tends to occur at a slightly shorter lag. The

correlation is 16 % higher in HadCM3 than when the AMO

is corrected using the regression onto the global SST

average, slightly larger in IPSLCM5, and the same in

CCSM3. Hence, LIM might be most efficient at removing

the global temperature changes from the AMO, based on

the historical simulations considered in this study.

4.2 Removing the ENSO signal

As described in Appendix 2, a subset E of ENSO modes is

identified in each historical simulation (bold letters in

Table 4). These modes may be additionally subtracted

from the SST residual above, yielding an ENSO-unrelated

AMO, referred to as AMO-GT/EN. Removing the ENSO

modes changes little the AMO behavior, and AMO-GT and

AMO-GT/EN are highly correlated. Nonetheless, the

averaged correlation of AMO-GT/EN with the AMOC is

smaller by 15 % than with AMO-GT in HadCM3, almost

unchanged in CCSM3, and increased by 12 % in IPS-

LCM5, and it occurs at a slightly longer lag (Table 3).

Because of this model dependence, which might reflect

different links between ENSO and the external and

anthropogenic forcing, no firm conclusion can be drawn.

To further investigate the impact of ENSO removal, the

SST field in each control simulation was similarly

decomposed into LIM modes, and ENSO modes identified

and subtracted. The evolution of the resulting AMO

(AMO-EN) is very similar to AMO-trad in HadCM3, MPI-

ESM, and CCSM3 (r C 0.93), but the ENSO removal has a

stronger impact in IPSLCM4 (r = 0.79) and IPSLCM5

(r = 0.85). The AMO patterns remain similar in the

northern North Atlantic, but the interhemispheric pattern in

the Atlantic is reinforced in IPSLCM5 and HadCM3, and

there are significant changes in the Pacific, in particular an

equatorial warming in CCSM3 and in IPSLCM5 (not

shown). As shown in Table 2, ENSO removal slightly

increases the AMO–AMOC correlation in MPI-ESM and

Fig. 6 AMO (in K) when the

global changes are removed

with a linear trend (AMO-trad,

solid line), by subtracting the

global SST average (dotted) or

the regression onto the global

SST average (dashed), and

using LIM (AMO-GT, thick red

line) in, from top to bottom, the

historical simulation with

HadCM3, CCSM3, and

IPSLCM5, and the observations
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the two IPSL models, while affecting it little in HadCM3

and CCSM3. Yet, overall there is no compelling evidence

that the ENSO links should be removed.

4.3 Removing the link with the Pacific decadal

variability

Several studies indicate a strong link between low fre-

quency variability in the North Atlantic and the Pacific

(e.g. Zhang and Delworth 2007; Dima and Lohmann 2007;

Li et al. 2009). Orgeville and Peltier (2007) found in the

observations a strong correlation between the AMO and the

multidecadal component of the PDO when the AMO leads

or lags by 13 yr, arguing that these signals were the two

components in phase quadrature of a unique oscillation

cycle. Using a statistical method maximizing integral time

scale in climate models and the observations, DelSole et al.

(2011) identified an unforced internal component varying

at multidecadal time scales and showing a strong amplitude

in both North Atlantic and Pacific. They indicated that

these multidecadal North Atlantic and Pacific signals are

covarying structures. Guan and Nigam (2009) suggested

that the Pacific was influencing the Atlantic and obtained a

very different AMO by removing the signals linked to

Pacific decadal variability in the observations, primarily

because their Pan-Pacific decadal mode lead the AMO by 5

seasons. However, Müller et al. (2008) showed that there

was a significant coherence in the observations at periods

of 10–20 yr between the NAO, ENSO, the Aleutian low,

and the PDO, suggesting global atmospheric teleconnec-

tions that may be driven by the North Pacific. As the NAO

is a main driver of the AMOC variability in many models,

including HadCM3 and CCSM3 (Dong and Sutton 2005;

Kwon and Frankignoul 2012), removing such interbasin

teleconnections from the AMO could degrade its relation to

the AMOC.

To test the influence of the Pacific decadal variability

links, we attempted to identify in each model eigenmodes

with a strong low frequency signal in the North Pacific. The

Pacific decadal modes are chosen as having a period larger

than 10 yr (or showing strong decadal changes if the mode

is only damped), a large amplitude in the Pacific, and some

links to the low-pass filtered (Tc = 10 yr) PDO (the first

North Pacific SST EOF), since the PDO is the main mode

of decadal variability in the Pacific. Between 1 and 3

Table 3 Averaged maximum correlation between the various AMO

estimates and the two AMOC indices in each historical simulation

Model AMO Correlation with AMOC

HadCM3 historical AMO-trad 0.54 (lag3)

AMO-detQuadra 0.54 (lag3) 0 %

AMO-SSTg 0.57 (lag1.5) ?6 %

AMO-regSSTg 0.61 (lag2) ?13 %

AMO-GT 0.71 (lag1.5) ?31 %

AMO-GT/EN 0.60 (lag2) ?11 %

AMO-GT/EN/PD 0.36 (lag-1) -33 %

CCSM3 historical AMO-trad 0.68 (lag1.5)

AMO-detQuadra 0.71 (lag3) ?4 %

AMO-SSTg 0.82 (lag1) ?21 %

AMO-regSSTg 0.83 (lag1) ?22 %

AMO-GT 0.83 (lag1.5) ?22 %

AMO-GT/EN 0.84 (lag2.5) ?24 %

AMO-GT/EN/PD 0.85 (lag1) ?25 %

IPSLCM5 historical AMO-trad 0.23 (lag11)

AMO-detQuadra 0.28 (lag11) ?22 %

AMO-SSTg 0.27 (lag10) ?17 %

AMO-regSSTg 0.40 (lag10) ?74 %

AMO-GT 0.43 (lag9) ?87 %

AMO-GT/EN 0.48 (lag10) ?109 %

AMO-GT/EN/PD 0.41 (lag9) ?78 %

Italic indicates that the correlation is not 5 % significant

Table 4 Decay times (DT) and periods (T) of the first B eigenmodes for the 3 historical simulations and the observations

HadCM3 historical CCSM3 historical IPSLCM5 historical Observations

Mode DT (month) T (yr) Mode DT (month) T (yr) Mode DT (month) T (yr) Mode DT (month) T (yr)

1 4 yr ? 1 9 yr ? 1 10.3 yr ? 1 4.3 yr ?

2/3 2.1 yr 122 2 6 yr ? 2 1.3 yr ? 2/3 1.6 yr 47.7 yr

4/5 1.7 yr 21 3/4 1.8 yr 77 3/4 11 month 5 yr 4 1.1 yr ?

6 1.3 yr ? 5/6 1.4 yr 16.5 5 9 month ? 5/6 10 month 7.2 yr

7/8 1.2 yr 8.7 7/8 1.2 yr 2.4 6/7 7 month 13.8 yr 7/8 7 month 3.1 yr

9/10 1.1 yr 4.4 9 1 yr ? 8 6 month ? 9/10 6 month 13.1 yr

11/12 1.1 yr 2.6 10/11 9 20.4 9/10 6 month 6.6 yr 11 6 month ?

13/14 1 yr 20 12/13 8 8 11/12 5 month 20 yr 12/13 5 month 4.7 yr

15/16 10 10 14/15 7 19.6 13/14 5 month 2.4 yr 14/15 4 month 14.4 yr

17/18 9 5.4 16/17 6 4.9 22/23 3 month 2.8 yr 16/17 4 month 3.4 yr

The ENSO modes are indicated in bold characters, and the Pacific decadal modes in italics
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modes were selected (see Table 4 for the historical simu-

lations), except that no mode corresponded to our criteria

in the IPSLCM5 control simulation. This selection is

somewhat subjective, but similar results were found when

using additional modes. Perhaps because our domain is

limited to 20�S, the selected modes largely represent the

low-frequency behavior of the PDO, as the PDO recon-

structed from them compares rather well to the traditional

one, with a temporal correlation at low frequency of about

0.7, except 0.91 in CCSM3. As illustrated for the IPS-

LCM5 historical simulation in Fig. 7 (bottom two rows),

the Pacific decadal modes also have a substantial amplitude

in the North Atlantic. Hence, removing these modes from

the SST field may strongly modify the low-frequency

variability of the AMO, as in the observations.

To quantify their impact on the AMO–AMOC correla-

tions, the decadal Pacific modes were added to the subset

of already removed modes and a filtered AMO was com-

puted, referred to as AMO-EN/PD in control simulations

and AMO-GT/EN/PD in historical ones. As shown in

Tables 2 and 3, the correlation with the AMOC indices is

strongly degraded in HadCM3 as compared to AMO-EN

and AMO-GT/EN, slightly reduced in MPI-ESM, the

control CCSM3, and the historical IPSLCM5 simulations,

while changing little in the 3 other cases. In the historical

simulations, the lag of maximum correlation also tends to

be smaller, and AMO even leads the AMOC in HadCM3.

Despite the model-dependence, the results suggest that the

signals linked to the Pacific decadal variability, at least as

we identified them, should not be subtracted from the AMO

if its relation to the AMOC is to be optimized.

However, it should be pointed out that the models may

not reproduce the North Pacific decadal variability very

well, even though HadCM3 shows good skills at simulating

Fig. 7 Normal modes of the deterministic matrix B number, from top to bottom, 1, 2, 3/4, 5, and 6/7 for the historical IPSLCM5 simulation. The

time series of the non-oscillatory modes is represented
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the PDO in 20th century simulations (Overland and Wang

2007; Oshima and Tanimoto 2009; Furtado et al. 2011). In

addition, the atmospheric teleconnections and the coupling

between the decadal SST variability of the two basins may

be misrepresented. As shown in Fig. 9 for control simu-

lations, the low-pass filtered PDO is associated with the

Aleutian low in each model, as in the observations (rep-

resented here by the HadSLP2 dataset for 1901–2008

(Allan and Ansell 2006)), but it is also unrealistically

associated with a strong Arctic high, which leads in par-

ticular to a negative NAO phase in CCSM3 and the IPSL

models. Nonetheless, the models reproduce the lack of

simultaneous correlation that is observed between the

AMO and PDO (Orgeville and Peltier 2007, see also

below), except in IPSLCM5 where the correlation reaches

0.27. On the other hand, the lead and lag correlations vary

between models and do not resemble the observed ones

(not shown).

5 The AMO in the observations

The LIM deconstruction was similarly applied to the SST

observations. The domain of our analysis is limited to 60�N

because of poorer data quality further north. Note that the

amount of observations in the first half of the record is

limited outside the Atlantic, which might be an issue when

looking at other basins. The B eigenmodes are listed in

Table 4 (right), and the first 8 patterns are shown in

Fig. 10. As in most historical simulations, the least damped

mode primarily represents the secular SST signal (0.95

correlation with the globally averaged SST), although the

time series also has shorter variations. The SST pattern

shows a strong warming in the western North Atlantic,

along the rim of the North Pacific, and the eastern coast of

the Atlantic, with only weak warming in the tropical and

central North Pacific. This is broadly consistent with the

secular trend estimated from rotated extended EOF of

Pacific SST in Guan and Nigam (2009) and from the

model-based forced component of North Atlantic SST

variability in Ting et al. (2009) and DelSole et al. (2011).

Note that the long-term global change signal differs from

that in the historical simulations, with a weaker amplitude

than in IPSLCM5, suggesting that the model overestimates

the response to external and anthropogenic forcing. Inter-

estingly, Newman (2013) constructed a LIM from global

observed SST, albeit in a similar way as done here, except

that he used yearly anomalies, did not limit the analysis to

20�S–60�N, and included observed surface air temperature.

The resulting LIM modes show strong similarities with our

analysis; the least damped mode is notably stationary and

corresponds to the secular trend. Its pattern resembles the

pattern of our mode 1, except for a cooling in the tropical

eastern Pacific.

The time evolution of the ‘‘filtered’’ AMO, AMO-GT,

obtained by removing mode 1, shows significant differ-

ences with the other AMO estimates (Fig. 6 bottom).

Although the warm and cold phases are similar, its standard

deviation is smaller than that of AMO-trad (0.11 vs.

0.14�C), and the recent warming is less pronounced, as in

Trenberth and Shea (2006) and Enfield and Cid-Serrano

(2010). The associated SST patterns are similar, although

AMO-GT has a small area of negative anomalies south of

Newfoundland, and there are no anomalies in the North

Pacific and weaker ones in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 11).

The other eigenmodes do not correspond one by one to

those of the historical simulations, reflecting the small

sample and the limited realism of the models, although

Fig. 8 Normal mode of the deterministic matrix B corresponding to global changes in the historical simulation with HadCM3 (top) and CCSM3

(bottom)
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most modes have qualitative counterparts, especially those

related to ENSO. The ENSO modes (5/6 and 7/8) were

subtracted from the SSTs in addition to mode 1, yielding an

AMO-GT/EN index that is highly correlated with AMO-

GT (r = 0.98) and, as expected, very similar to the ENSO-

unrelated AMO found by Compo and Sardeshmukh (2010).

The SST pattern (Fig. 11, bottom left) shows a slightly

more pronounced cooling in the Indian Ocean, the South

Atlantic, and the tropical Pacific.

Mode 2/3 has a multi-decadal period and somewhat

resembles the PDO in the North Pacific and the AMO in

the North Atlantic, similarly to the second least damped

mode found in Newman (2013). Mode 4 is a standing

damped mode with large multidecadal changes and strong

anomalies in the Pacific and the North Atlantic. The

reconstructed low-pass filtered indices from these 2 modes

are well correlated at 0.91 with the traditional AMO and at

0.72 with the low-pass filtered PDO, suggesting that these

two modes reflect a strong linkage between low frequen-

cies in the Pacific and in the Atlantic. Subtracting addi-

tionally these 2 modes from the SSTs caused large changes

in the AMO and the associated SST pattern (Fig. 11, bot-

tom right). However, based on the model analysis, this

should not be done, and AMO-GT is considered as our best

estimate of the AMOC-related part of the AMO.

Interestingly, the mode 2/3 is broadly consistent with

Orgeville and Peltier (2007), who suggested that the

observed AMO and the low-frequency component of the

PDO were signatures of the same oscillation cycle. One

cycle of an oscillatory LIM mode is made up of a cosine

phase, followed by a sine phase after a quarter period, then

a negative cosine phase, and a negative sine phase. The

time series of the cosine phase of mode 2/3 is strongly

anticorrelated with AMO-trad (r = -0.82) and its sine

phase is correlated, albeit less strongly, with the PDO

(r = 0.49). As mode 2/3 has a 48-yr period, the change

between a cosine to a sine phase occurs after 12 yr, con-

sistent with the lead-lag correlation found by Orgeville and

Peltier (2007). However, a better estimate of the observed

AMO–PDO correlation should be obtained by removing

more efficiently the secular trend before estimating the two

indices. When this is done using LIM, the correlation

Fig. 9 Regression of low-pass filtered (Tc = 5 yr) SLP (in hPa)

anomalies onto the low-pass filtered PDO. The black contour

indicates 10 % significance. Top left observations, top right HadCM3,

middle left CCSM3, middle right MPI-ESM, bottom left IPSLCM4,

bottom right IPSLCM5
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between the AMO and the PDO is not changed when the

AMO leads or is in phase with the PDO, but it becomes

substantially weaker and significance is lost when the PDO

leads (Fig. 12). Although statistical significance is difficult

to assess in the short records, this suggests a more complex

behavior than discussed by Orgeville and Peltier (2007),

Fig. 10 Normal modes of the deterministic matrix B number, from top to bottom, 1, 2/3, 4, 5/6, and 7/8 for the observed SST. The time series of

the non-oscillatory modes is represented

Fig. 11 SST pattern (in K) associated with AMO-trad (top left), AMO-GT (top right), AMO-GT/EN (bottom left), and AMO-GT/EN/PD

(bottom right) in the observations. The black contour indicates 5 % significance
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with the AMO playing the leading role. It also emphasizes

that a proper removal and the global warming effects has

broader applications than just improving the relation

between the AMO and the AMOC.

6 Summary and conclusions

The link between the AMO and the AMOC was studied in

3 historical and 5 control simulations with several climate

models. In all cases, an enhancement of the AMOC is

followed by a positive AMO phase, albeit with a model-

dependent lag, consistently with previous studies (e.g.

Delworth and Mann 2000; Vellinga and Wu 2004; Knight

et al. 2005). However, the AMOC–AMO correlation was

much weaker in the historical simulations with IPSLCM5

and, to a lesser extent, HadCM3 when the influence of

external and anthropogenic forcing was removed by a

linear trend, as commonly done. A higher correlation was

obtained when removing the global mean SST before

estimating the AMO, and an even better one by removing a

regression on this global mean, as already shown by Ting

et al. (2009).

The LIM approach, which assumes that the SST

anomalies are well approximated by a multivariate linear

Markov process and decomposes the field into non-

orthogonal normal eigenmodes, was then used to remove

the global SST signal. Because of the non-orthogonality,

LIM should, in principle, distinguish better between modes

of variability with different dynamics than, say, regression

and EOF analysis. In particular, given a long enough

sample, it should be able to separate the long-term an-

thropogenically and externally forced global SST evolution

from intrinsic low-frequency modes of variability that

contribute to it, such as the PDO and the AMOC-driven

AMO (Meehl and Teng 2012). In the historical simulations

that we considered, the global warming tendency was

represented by a non-oscillatory mode with the largest or

the second largest decay time. When it was removed from

the SSTs, the AMO index correlated as well or, in Had-

CM3, better with the AMOC than when the global signal

was removed by regression onto the time series of the

global SST average as in Ting et al. (2009). The latter is a

simpler method, however, and other historical simulations

should be considered for further comparisons. In the

observations, the global warming tendency was also rep-

resented by a non-oscillatory mode with the largest decay

time. When removed from the SSTs, the AMO showed a

reduced standard deviation and the recent warming was

less pronounced, as in Trenberth and Shea (2006) and

Enfield and Cid-Serrano (2010).

The LIM filter has the advantage that it can easily

remove other influences from the SST, such as that of

ENSO and the low-frequency variability of the Pacific.

Although on average, removing ENSO-related empirical

eigenmodes modes slightly improved the AMO–AMOC

correlation, it lead to conflicting results, increasing it in the

historical IPSLCM5 and the MPI-ESM control simulations,

but decreasing it the historical HadCM3 simulation, with

little effect in other cases. Hence, no firm conclusion can be

drawn, and in any case the ENSO influence onto the

observed AMO is very weak, as also found by Compo and

Sardeshmukh (2010). However, our ENSO modes tend to

overestimate the ENSO signal. Solomon and Newman

(2012) have shown that ENSO effects could be better

removed by using LIM in a different way. This should be

tested in the present framework to see if further improve-

ment in the AMOC–AMO relation can be obtained.

As in previous studies, the decadal SST variability of the

Pacific was linked to low-frequency variability in the North

Atlantic, albeit with time lag. This may be due to the forcing

of the AMO, the AMOC, and the Pacific SST by coherent

atmospheric patterns, consistent with Müller et al. (2008),

who showed that on decadal time scales, the PDO and the

NAOwere strongly coherent in the observations. It may also

be due to the influence of the Pacific variability onto the

Atlantic SST, as suggested by Guan and Nigam (2009)

based on observations, or it may reflect an influence of the

Fig. 12 Correlation between

the low-pass filtered (Tc = 5 yr)

traditional PDO and AMO

indices in the observations

(black curve). The red curve

corresponds to the correlation

when the long-term global SST

changes are removed using

LIM. Dashed lines indicate 5 %

significance
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Atlantic onto the Pacific, as shown in the observations by

Zhang and Delworth (2007). In any case, removing the

signal associated with Pacific decadal variability clearly

degraded the AMO–AMOC correlation in HadCM3,

slightly reduced it inMPI-ESM, the control CCSM3, and the

historical IPSLCM5 simulations, while changing little in the

other 3 cases. Pending further comparisons, it suggests that

the North Pacific links should not be subtracted from the

AMO if its relation to the AMOC is to be optimized.

Although our study shows that LIM is an efficient way to

remove global effects from the SSTs before estimating the

AMO, our attempt to deconstruct the AMO had limited

success and should be improved. It would be worth

removing the influence of the local stochastic atmospheric

forcing, which drives decadal SST variations because of

SST reemergence, gyre variability and other effects, thus

affecting the AMO. This might be attempted using LIM,

since the atmospheric forcing should enter the white noise

forcing F in Eq. (1). However, as stochastic forcing by the

NAO and the East Atlantic Pattern may be important drivers

of the AMOC in some climate models (e.g. Eden and

Willebrand 2001; Msadek and Frankignoul 2009), remov-

ing the local SST response without altering the AMOC-

driven one may prove difficult. Interestingly, in a few cases

the AMO reconstructed from a single eigenmode better

correlated with the AMOC than any other AMO index. In

the historical IPSLCM5 simulation, the second normal

mode, a non-oscillatory mode with a spectral peak around

80 yr, turned out to be better correlated with the AMOC

(r = 0.6) than AMO-GT/EN. In control simulations with

HadCM3 and IPSLCM5, the AMO derived from the

oscillatory mode 1/2, which has a period of about 100 yr

and large SST anomalies in the North Atlantic, also corre-

lated best with the AMOC (r = 0.69 and 0.6, respectively).

However, such mode was not found in the other simula-

tions, and it could not be identified in the observations since

the AMOC is not known. Nonetheless, it suggests that the

AMOC–AMO relation could be further optimized.

Finally, we emphasize that a proper removal of the

global warming effects has broader applications than

improving the AMO–AMOC correlation, and eventually

reconstructing past AMOC variations from SST proxy. This

was illustrated by the relation between the AMO and the

PDO. Orgeville and Peltier (2007) had argued that

the observed AMO and the multidecadal component of the

PDO were two components in phase quadrature of a same

oscillation. However, when the secular changes are

removed by LIM from both the PDO and the AMO, the

correlation remains as strong when the AMO leads the

PDO, but decreases when the PDO leads the AMO, sug-

gesting that the AMO plays the leading role in the interbasin

connection. This stresses the need to carefully remove the

global changes when investigating low-frequency modes.
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Appendix 1: Testing the validity of the LIM hypothesis

If LIM is a good approximation of the system, the matrix B

should not depend on the lag s used to determine it, ie

determining B from C s1ð Þ ¼ es1B or C s2ð Þ ¼ es2B, with

s1 = s2 and C(l) the sample covariance matrix of x (in

EOF space), should lead to the same results. Hence, a

simple test of the accuracy of the LIM model is to compare

B estimated at different lags (tau test, Penland and Sard-

eshmukh 1995). However, as discussed by Newman

(2007), if B can only be determined at one lag because of

the Nyquist problem, an alternate test is to verify that the

empirically derived matrix B reproduces the sample

covariance C at a longer lag l (Winkler et al. 2001). If the

model is valid, the covariance matrix at lag l derived from

the estimated value of B (Clim = elBC(0)) should not sub-

stantially differ from the sample covariance matrix C(l).

This can be evaluated by computing (with tr being the

trace):

d lð Þ ¼
trðClim lð ÞÞ � trðC lð ÞÞ

trðC lð ÞÞ
ð5Þ

As it has long been shown that tropical SST anomalies

are well represented by LIM (e.g. Penland and

Sardeshmukh 1995), we simply compared in two cases

d(l) with a distance dref(l) obtained by applying LIM only

in the tropical strip, retaining the same number of tropical

EOF than in the ‘‘global’’ B. This was done for the

observations and the IPSLCM5 control simulation, using

l = 1 to 30. In the observations, d ranged between -0.8

and 0.1 and dref(l) between -1 and 0.3, depending on the

lag. In the IPSLCM5 control simulation, d was in the

interval [-1.3,1] and dref(l) in [-1.5,1.5]. Thus, in both

cases, d and dref(l) were of the same order of magnitude,

broadly supporting the validity of LIM in the global

domain.

Appendix 2: Removing ENSO using LIM

The non-orthogonality of the B eigenmodes allows a con-

structive interference of several modes, leading to a tran-

sient amplification of the system. Penland and

Sardeshmukh (1995) showed that the optimal SST pertur-

bations leading to the maximum amplification of SST
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anomaly variance in the tropical strip evolved into a

structure strongly reminiscent of an ENSO event after

7 months. ENSO could then be filtered out by selecting the

empirical eigenmodes that most significantly contributed to

the growth (Penland and Matrosova 2006). Here, the LIM

modes are defined in a broader domain extending from

20�S to 70�N, but we only maximize the amplification of

the SST variance in the Tropics (20�S–20�N), where ENSO

is strongest. The tropical SST variance can be measured by

the norm vector yN = yTNy when N is a positive definite

hermitian form (normalized to have unit determinant)

defined by N = (WE)T(WE), where the matrix E of size (n,

p) contains the patterns of the p retained EOF restricted to

the n grid points of the Tropics, and W is a matrix of area

weighting, which takes into account the earth curvature.

The amplification l of the system over a time s is then

defined by

l sð Þ ¼
kxðsÞ2Nk

kxð0Þ2Nk
¼

x sð ÞTNxðsÞ

x 0ð ÞTxð0Þ
¼

x 0ð ÞTG sð ÞTNGðsÞxð0Þ

x 0ð ÞTxð0Þ

ð6Þ

We thus search for the initial structure with small SST

anomaly variance in the entire domain leading to the

largest SST anomaly variance in the tropical strip.

The optimal initial condition x(0) that maximizes

kxðsÞk2N subject to x(0) having unit norm under the L2 norm

(ie x(0)Tx(0) = 1) is given by

max
xð0Þ

x 0ð ÞTG sð ÞTNG sð Þx 0ð Þ þ cx 0ð ÞTxð0Þ
n o

ð7Þ

which leads to the generalized eigenvalue problem:

G sð ÞTNG sð Þx 0ð Þ ¼ cxð0Þ ð8Þ

with the optimal initial structure normalized such as

x(0)Tx(0) = 1. The eigenvector u1(s) of (8) associated

with the largest eigenvalue b1(s) is the initial spatial

structure leading to the maximum amplification after a time

s. The function b1(s), called the maximum amplification

curve, quantifies the maximum growth possible over an

interval s in the absence of forcing. The optimal initial

structure is given by x(0) = u1(sm) with sm = arg-

max(u1(s)), leading to the maximum amplification

x(sm) = G(sm)x(0) = G(sm)u1(sm) in sm months.

In all models, the optimal initial structure shows strong

SST anomalies in the eastern equatorial Pacific with a

maximum generally found between 110� and 130�W, as in

the observations. This is illustrated for HadCM3 in Fig. 13,

where hints of the seasonal footprinting mechanism

(Vimont et al. 2003) can be seen in the eastern subtropical

Fig. 13 Maximum

Amplification curve (top left)

and projection of normal modes

onto the optimal initial structure

(top right) in HadCM3. Optimal

initial structure (middle) leading

to maximum amplification

(bottom) of SST variance in the

tropical strip
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Pacific. The optimal growth occurs after 6 or 9 months

depending on the model, showing very large SST anoma-

lies spanning the tropical Pacific and a horseshoe pattern in

the North Pacific, reminiscent of a mature ENSO event.

The contribution from each eigenmode ui of B to the

optimal initial structure can be estimated by the magnitude

of its projection onto the corresponding modal adjoint, the

eigenvector vi of B
T, which has the same eigenvalue as ui.

Eigenmodes corresponding to global SST changes and

Pacific decadal changes may contribute to the optimal

initial structure, but cannot be considered as ENSO modes.

Hence, modes having a larger period than 8 yr or a decay

time larger than 24 months were not classified as ENSO

modes. As discussed in Penland and Matrosova (2006), the

identification of ENSO modes is somewhat subjective, and

this holds for the Pacific decadal modes. Choosing too

many modes may add noise in the North Atlantic SSTs and

include signals that are involved in the link between the

AMO and the AMOC, while choosing too few modes may

miss a significant part of the ENSO signal.

In all simulations and in the observations, the recon-

structed ENSO indices correlated well with the traditional

Nino 1.2 and Nino 3.4 indices, r ranging between about 0.7

and 0.9, and the associated SST patterns were very similar,

although their amplitude was generally overestimated (see

Marini 2011 for more details). Adding more oscillatory

modes fitting our criteria to the ENSO subset leads to

realistic amplitudes, but more noisy patterns, so that the

link between the ENSO-unrelated AMO and the AMOC

was deteriorated. This supports our choice of a limited

number of ENSO modes.
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